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The Better Worship November 20, 2016 
Part Eleven of Greater Than: Lessons from the Book of Hebrews by Dr. Scott F. Heine 

 The Symbols of Worship 

For the past 2000 years, Christianity has regularly 

embraced symbolism as part of our expression of identity 

and our focus of worship. 

For example, by the 2nd century, the shape of 

the cross was used as a seal and began appearing 

as a dominant symbol for those who identified 

themselves with the crucifixion and resurrection 

of Christ. 

By the way, notice the shape of this early example. It’s a 

letter “T” like the actual Roman crossbeam affixed to a pole. 

The Greek or Latin cross — with intersecting crossbeams, 

the way most Christians think of the cross today — didn’t 

begin appearing until Late Antiquity centuries later.  

Also notice that the early Christian cross is presented as 

empty. That was very much intentional. In the early 3rd 

century, Clement of Alexandria mentioned the κυριακὸν 

σημεῖον [kuriakón sāmeíon] — the “Lord’s sign,” an empty 

Roman cross representing resurrection. The Christian 

symbol wasn’t one of sacrifice and execution but of victory 

and new life. 
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Turning the cross into a “crucifix,” with an image of 

Jesus dying or already dead, doesn’t even appear in the 

Roman catacombs. Depictions of the crucifixion were 

extremely rare prior to the 5th century — 400 years after the 

actual event. (Think of it as twice the time of America’s 

existence before the symbol of the cross even began to be 

changed to something with Christ still upon it.) The modern 

imagery of the crucifix that some Christian traditions display 

in their churches or turn into personal jewelry probably 

originated in Palestine as a souvenir for pilgrims, and the 

classic pose of Christ in sort of a slumped “S” shape doesn’t 

appear until late in the 10th century (1000 years after the 

actual event). 

Of course, leave it to the early medieval 

artists to adorn the image with gold and jewels 

in order to symbolize the preciousness of the 

historical event, creating what art historians 

know as the crux gematta. 

Notice that Christians aren’t even trying to be historical 

in their representation any longer. We’ve incorporated full 

symbolism and attached meaning to the imagery rather than 

simply trying to represent what actually took place. 

And there are other symbols that we’ve embraced in 

our faith, in our worship, and in our sense of establishing 

identity. 
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There’s the ἰχθύς [ikhthús], the Greek word for “fish.” 

This one goes back to within a few years of Christ’s 

resurrection, because Christ declared that he would 

transform his followers into “fishers of men.”  

And this one is also an acrostic, where 

each letter stands for the first letter of a Greek 

word: Ἰησοῦς Χριστός, Θεοῦ Υἱός, Σωτήρ 

[iāsoús Xristós, Theoú Hūiós, Sōtār] — Jesus 

Christ, God’s Son, Savior.  

(You can even see an anchor in this one as well, which 

is a symbol for safety representing our unfailing hope in 

Christ, a symbol going back to within just a few years of the 

resurrection, just like the fish.) 

According to tradition, Christians may have used the 

fish to identify themselves during the Roman persecution. 

Sketched on a wall might point to where Christians were 

meeting in secret. Or one Christian might meet someone and 

draw the first arc of a simple fish outline in the dirt and if the 

other person was also a Christian they would complete the 

symbol. 

There was even a clever way of 

representing the fish — the ἰχθύς 

[ikhthús] — that looks more like a 

spoked wheel to us today… until you know the secret.  
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 (You can see it here in this ancient scratching from 

Ephesus.) If you overlap the Greek letters for IΧΘΥΣ it makes 

a wheel. 

Margo and I were in the city of Ephesus a couple of 

years ago, and someone pointed out that one of the street 

tiles in front of the ruins of one house was scratched with 

that “ἰχθύς” wheel, meaning Christians were safe there. 

Pretty cool. 

Christians also like their shorthand!  

 The Staurogram  — where the Greek letters tau 

(T) and rho (P) are overlapped to abbreviate the 

Greek word for “cross.” 

 The Chi Rho — where the Greek letters chi (X) and 

rho (P) are overlapped to abbreviate the Greek 

word for “Christ.” 

 The IH Monogram — using the first two Greek 

letters in the word “Jesus.” 

 The IX Monogram — using the first Greek letters 

in “Jesus” and “Christ.” 

Oh, we could go on and on looking at various symbols 

for our faith, from the peacock (which borrowed from a 

Greek idea of something not decaying, a symbol still popular 

x5 
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in Eastern Christianity), or the pelican (which Medieval 

Christians embraced because a mother pelican is so attentive 

to her young that she’ll even pierce herself and feed them 

her blood to keep them alive), to the lily, or a loaf of bread, 

or the colors red & white & purple & gold & green. 

From the elaborate iconography of Christian 

Orthodoxy to more recent traditions of banners with doves 

or lambs or flames. 

Christians have attributed symbolism to a burning 

candle representing God’s presence, or burning incense 

representing worship and sacrifice. 

There are even centuries of traditions in Christian 

architecture where the layout of churches was given 

symbolic meaning — every nave, every alcove, every spire, 

every window shape, every carving of flowers or branches or 

sunrays or more. 

In fact, even as our own Building Team looks at options 

for our next facility, there are questions of practicality — 

location, size, layout, function, frugality (), etc. But there is 

also meaning from the styles being talked about as well — 

certainly not to the extent of the renaissance cathedrals, but 

meaningful nonetheless. Because our church wants to be a 

place that is easily accessible to someone who has yet to 

discover God’s grace, we’re intentionally choosing materials 
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and textures and seating and layout that will feel 

comfortable to our culture. We’ll have an industrial-styled 

building — probably stained concrete floors and exposed 

ceiling beams and durable surfaces. There’s an economic 

reason for those choices. There’s a purpose-driven reason in 

matching styles found in other familiar, modern gathering 

places such as restaurants. Because everyone is wanted and 

welcome in a relationship with God, we want a facility that 

communicates that sense of being wanted and welcomed, 

comfortable and familiar.  

And I can’t help but think of the symbolism of 

industrialism, because we’re works in progress, because 

church is like a workshop where God is refining us, because 

we have our rough edges, because we’re a place where the 

facades and adornments are stripped away to reveal the 

truth within. 

I’m skeptical about whether we’ll have much in the way 

of classic Christian symbolism throughout the new facility. 

Those symbols may have meaning for us, but they can 

actually be a barrier or a distraction for someone who has 

yet to discover God’s love and grace. But who knows? As 

Millennials in our culture are trending toward a 

rediscovered interest in iconography and symbolism, 

perhaps we’ll start seeing more ideological and artistic 

representations after all. 
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Reality as Symbol 

Okay. So what’s with all this talk about symbols? Well, I 

want to propose a thought to you that might sound a little bit 

“out there.” It might be a little tough to wrap your mind 

around, depending on your theological assumptions and 

capacity for imagination. 

It seems to me that the book of Hebrews — the letter 

that we’ve been studying together as a church family this 

autumn — it seems to suggest that our very sense of reality 

is almost a kind of “symbolism” (if you will) for something 

even more real than the reality we know. 

Now, I’m not suggesting that our lives or our world 

aren’t fully real. Elon Musk (the founder of Tesla and 

Space X) may have suggested that there’s only a “one in 

billions” chance that we’re actually real; he suggested that we 

are almost certainly artificial intelligence simulations for 

some advanced technological society’s computer game, at 

least based on the statistics of exponential invention (Code 

Conference 2016). 

That’s not it. This world is definitely real. You and I are 

real.  
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But the New Testament letter to the Hebrews suggests 

that there is an entire reality out there that is… well… more 

real. 

The problem is that because you and I are very much a 

part of this reality — because we have physical bodies, and 

we’re living in this physical universe, and we’re experiencing 

this universe in the confines of a timeline with a past, 

present, and future — our connection to this reality makes it 

difficult (if not impossible) to perceive the greater reality. 

Yet along comes the suggestion in the letter to the 

Hebrews that things like the priests carrying out their 

sacrifices in the courts of the Temple in Jerusalem — all the 

stuff of reality recognized by the Jewish recipients of this 1st 

century letter — all of that is merely… 

…A system of worship that is only a copy, a shadow 

of the real one in heaven. (Hebrews 8:5 NLT)  

This is why Christ is greater than everything else (as 

we’ve seen for the past several weeks), because he is 

established in that “more real” reality. 

Long ago God spoke many times and in many ways 

to our ancestors through the prophets. And now in 

these final days, he has spoken to us through his 
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Son. Through the Son he created the universe. 
(Hebrews 1:1–2 NLT)  

The prophets brought a message from that more real 

reality, but Christ is the message personified. And the reality 

we know originates with Christ who is beyond our reality. 

The Son is far greater than the angels… (Hebrews 1:4 NLT)  

The heavens * will perish, but Christ remains 

forever. (Hebrews 1:11 NLT)  

* The sky and stars and everything we see out there 

Jesus deserves far more glory than Moses… [whose] 

work was an illustration of the truths God would 

reveal later. (Hebrews 3:5 NLT)  

History itself illustrates the greater reality. Moses 

foreshadows redemption. Christ accomplishes redemption. 

And we fully experience that redemption in the “more real” 

reality that awaits us. 

The letter to the Hebrews is full of this kind of language. 

God may have set in motion a world in which we stop 

one day each week to rest, but this is merely a shadow of… 
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…Another day of rest still to come… Only we who 

believe can enter his rest. (Hebrews 4:8,3 NLT)  

A rest, a “Sabbath,” if you will, that transcends this 

reality… a rest that is beyond time and space. 

Or how about this example from our study of Hebrews? 

Every high priest is a man chosen to represent other 

people in their dealings with God. (Hebrews 5:1 NLT)  

But… 

We have a great High Priest who has entered 

heaven, * Jesus the Son of God, so let us hold firmly 

to what we believe.  (Hebrews 4:14 NLT)  

* The “more real” reality, at this point in the text 

 Not what we “see,” but what we know 

to be a greater reality by faith 

Here on earth, where the Old Covenant was established 

with the Hebrews, the descendants of Abraham, the priests 

would make their sacrifices over and over and over, seeking 

to appease God and defer his righteous and appropriate 

judgment of the sins of the people. 
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In this physical world, the High Priest would enter the 

temple, enter the central building, and even step beyond the 

enormous curtain that served as a symbol of the separation 

of God’s moral perfection from man’s moral failure. But… 

Jesus, our High Priest, has been given a ministry 

that is far superior to the old priesthood, for he is 

the one who mediates for us a far better covenant 

with God, based on better promises. (Hebrews 8:6 NLT)  

All because the priests here on earth, tethered to this 

reality, making their sacrifices in the tangible Temple… 

They serve in a system of worship that is only a 

copy, a shadow of the real one in heaven. (Hebrews 

8:5 NLT)  

The very Temple where the Hebrews who first received 

this letter had worshiped wasn’t ultimately real; the “real 

one [is] in heaven.” 

Literally, the stuff of this reality that we’re experiencing 

is “earthly” κοσμικός [kosmikós], but Christ is part of a “more 

real” reality of “heavenly things” (ἐπουράνιος [epouránios] 

— borrowing a Greek cosmological concept of “heaven” 

being separate and above “earth,” and a Greek mythological 
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concept of ουρανός [ouranós], the creator, the abode of 

deity). 

Worship Here 

The first covenant between God and Israel had 

regulations for worship and a place of worship here 

on earth. (Hebrews 9:1 NLT)  

The whole system of worship described in the Bible, 

and even the very place of worship on earth, is a shadow. But 

we can see in it the “more real” reality beyond the confines 

of time and space. 

At the center of the community 

was the Tabernacle (which, by the way, 

is itself a foreshadowing of the Temple 

that would come later, and they share 

essentially the same basic layout). 

There were the outer courts where the priests 

ministered, where the musicians played and led in worship, 

where the stories of God and his promises were shared, 

where God’s Word was taught. 

The symbolism is significant. All around, daily life was 

going on. People were working, eating, sleeping, living, 
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dying. But at the core of their lives was God, whether or not 

they chose to approach him and experience him. They could 

try to ignore his presence, but that would be difficult to 

maintain for long. Because the sounds of truth were echoing 

from the center for their lives, beckoning them to discover 

truth and to connect with their creator. 

If they chose to approach God and enter his Tabernacle, 

there was the brazen altar right inside the courtyard.  

Again, the symbolism was significant. This is where 

sacrifices were offered, and this place of bloodshed stood 

between man and God. People could not approach God until 

this matter of their sin and his judgment was resolved. In the 

same way, because all of us have sinned and are deserving of 

judgment, we cannot have a relationship with God unless a 

sacrifice is made on our behalf (otherwise we would be the 

sacrifice!). This is why the cross is so significant to our faith 

— so much so that it became the dominant symbol of 

Christianity almost right away in history. The cross makes it 

possible for us to draw near to God, because our sins are 

resolved. Blood has been shed on our behalf. 

The letter to the Hebrews continues: 

There were two rooms in that Tabernacle. In the 

first room were a lampstand, a table, and sacred 
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loaves of bread on the table. This room was called 

the Holy Place. (Hebrews 9:2 NLT)  

This tent within the courtyard was a symbol of God’s 

dwelling in the midst of his people. Obviously, God is 

omnipresent — he is everywhere at once. The Hebrews 

understood that. Yet God gave them a symbol — a shadow of 

the greater reality — that he was right there with them. 

The inside entry of this tent housed a huge lampstand 

along the south wall — almost tree-like — made of gold. It 

held seven lamps and was kept burning day and night. The 

symbolism of light in the darkness, a light that is never 

extinguished, talked of God’s light in a dark world. (And, for 

what it’s worth, the lights of that lamp foreshadow the 

gatherings of God’s people in the 1st century, as described in 

John’s Revelation in the New Testament… symbols within 

symbols within symbols, all pointing to a greater reality than 

what we see with our eyes today.) 

Across from the lamp was a table, overlaid with gold 

and gleaming in the lamplight, on which were kept twelve 

loaves of bread (in two rows of six). It was a symbol of God’s 

provision for his people, and fresh loaves were placed there 

every Sabbath. 

At the far end of this room was a curtain of vibrant 

colors and beautiful adornment. It was a veil that separated 
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man from God. And at the veil was a brazier for burning 

sweet spices and incense that was lit every morning and 

every evening as a daily expression of worship. 

Again, the symbolism is significant. As man stood before 

God (represented by the priest in front of that curtain every 

day), he offered God an ongoing expression of worship that 

was delightful to both God and man. It “smelled sweet.” The 

fragrance permeated the entire place, just as our ongoing 

worship of God every day should permeate all the 

experiences of our life here in this reality. 

Then there was a curtain, and behind the curtain 

was the second room called the Most Holy Place. 
(Hebrews 9:3 NLT)  

In that room were a gold incense altar and a 

wooden chest called the Ark of the Covenant, which 

was covered with gold on all sides. (Hebrews 9:4 NLT)  

Inside the Ark were a gold jar containing manna, 

Aaron’s staff that sprouted leaves, and the stone 

tablets of the covenant. (Hebrews 9:4 NLT)  

In this place, the “Holies of Holy Places,” was the actual 

Ark of the Covenant. Think of it kind of like a gilded box or 

chest combined with something like a throne made up of 

outstretched angelic wings. That throne-like part on top was 
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called “The Mercy Seat,” and it’s where the blood of an 

annual sacrifice on the Day of Atonement was placed to 

make amends for the sins of the entire community. 

This is the ultimate symbol of ancient worship, for it 

indicated God’s place among them, enthroned, holy and 

fearsome. Within this Ark was the jar of manna — a symbol 

of God nourishing his people and sustaining their lives.  

Inside was also the staff of Aaron that had once actually 

blossomed by God’s miraculous power, symbolizing that God 

alone chooses his priest (and that becomes especially 

important in this letter to the Hebrews, as we’ve seen, as 

God chose Jesus from the tribe of Judah to surpass all the 

Jewish priests of the tribe of Levi). 

Finally, inside the Ark of the Covenant were the stone 

tablets with the summary of God’s Law, symbolizing that 

righteousness is found in God alone. He is the source of all 

holiness. 

Worship Beyond 

But all of this merely pointed to a greater reality. All of 

this was a shadow of what is “more real” when it comes to 

the relationship between God and man. 
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Let me just read to you the verses that follow in 

Hebrews describing how this all worked: 

When these things were all in place, the priests 

regularly entered the first room as they performed 

their religious duties. But only the high priest ever 

entered the Most Holy Place, and only once a year. 

And he always offered blood for his own sins and for 

the sins the people had committed in ignorance. By 

these regulations the Holy Spirit revealed that the 

entrance to the Most Holy Place was not freely open 

as long as the Tabernacle and the system it 

represented were still in use.  

This is an illustration pointing to the present time. For 

the gifts and sacrifices that the priests offer are not 

able to cleanse the consciences of the people who 

bring them. For that old system deals only with food 

and drink and various cleansing ceremonies—physical 

regulations that were in effect only until a better 

system could be established.  

So Christ has now become the High Priest over all the 

good things that have come. He has entered that 

greater, more perfect Tabernacle in heaven, which 

was not made by human hands and is not part of this 

created world. With his own blood—not the blood of 
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goats and calves—he entered the Most Holy Place 

once for all time and secured our redemption forever. 
(Hebrews 9:6–12 NLT) 

Do you understand? Do you see what God has done? Do 

you see the symbols of this world and the experience of 

approaching God in brokenness and worship being merely a 

shadow of the greater reality? 

The Tabernacle and everything in it… were copies of 

things in heaven… (Hebrews 9:23 NLT) 

For Christ did not enter into a holy place made with 

human hands, which was only a copy of the true 

one in heaven. He entered into heaven itself to 

appear now before God on our behalf. (Hebrews 9:24 NLT)  

That means when you and I come before God and begin 

a relationship with him based on the sacrifice and 

resurrection of Christ, we are acting out a drama in this 

reality that is a shadow of what is really happening between 

us and our Creator. 

My experience of reality today — confined by this body 

of flesh and bone walking on this whirling dustball of Earth 

as it spins through space — is just a tangible experience of a 

greater reality. The “more real” me — my spirit, the trueness 
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of who I am — is made alive in Christ. I am bound to him. I 

share his life, his reality.  

For he raised us from the dead along with Christ 

and seated us with him in the heavenly realms 

because we are united with Christ Jesus. (Ephesians 

2:6 NLT)  

 My physical body isn’t raised from the dead yet. My 

body hasn’t even died yet, so let’s not rush that process 

along any faster than it’s already happening!  But the 

“more real” me — known by God since before the foundation 

of this world, and destined for eternity beyond the confines 

of time and space — is already made alive with Christ in that 

“more real” reality. 

Can I see it? Nope. I’m stuck with the limitations of 

where I’m at now. But can I see it with eyes of faith? 

Absolutely! That’s what faith is all about! (And, a little 

spoiler here, this is why the subject of faith becomes a focus 

for much of the rest of the letter of Hebrews. ) 

Just as each person is destined to die once and after 

that comes judgment, so also Christ was offered 

once for all time as a sacrifice to take away the sins 

of many people. (Hebrews 9:27–28 NLT)  
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He will come again, not to deal with our sins, but to 

bring salvation to all who are eagerly waiting for 

him. (Hebrews 9:28 NLT) 

And that’s the gospel! That’s the good news of our faith 

as followers of Christ. We are invited to experience real life 

now and forever. 

That’s why worship is such an amazing, marvelous, 

sacred experience. Yes, here at Hope we like to celebrate and 

enjoy our worship together, expressing ourselves with 

sounds and styles that reflect who we are as we walk 

through this world… with guitars and piano and drums and 

singing. 

But even our worship is a shadow of the “more real” 

reality. In fact, worship is our opportunity to come in touch 

with that “more real” reality of God — even if only for a 

moment, even if only brushing against the greater truth, 

even if we can only catch the briefest of glimpses of God’s 

glory in the experience. 

It’s why I often encourage our church family to set aside 

time on Sunday mornings to connect with God before we 

gather. To arrive early and connect with others before we 

worship. To enjoy the fullness of the symbol of this shadow 

of the greater truth, because this is truly a sacred 
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experience… made possible by the sacrifice and resurrection 

of Christ himself. 

And, since I’m already offering spoilers of what’s to 

come in the final weeks of our study of Hebrews, let me offer 

one more. Here’s the invitation that awaits us in the next 

chapter, and it’s the invitation I’ll close with today: 

And so, dear brothers and sisters, we can boldly 

enter heaven’s Most Holy Place because of the 

blood of Jesus. (Hebrews 10:19 NLT)  

By his death, Jesus opened a new and life-giving 

way through the curtain into the Most Holy Place. 
(Hebrews 10:20 NLT)  

And since we have a great High Priest who rules 

over God’s house, let us go right into the presence 

of God with sincere hearts fully trusting him… 
(Hebrews 10:21–22 NLT)  

Let us hold tightly without wavering to the hope we 

affirm, for God can be trusted to keep his promise. 
(Hebrews 10:23 NLT)  

 

PRAYER  •  SONG: Take Me In 


